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The mission of XOC editorial is to be an online scientific editorial house that publishes primarily in
Spanish and in French. Our publishing house was born with the objective of being an economic option
for undergraduate, masters and doctoral students that are looking for quality scientific information.
www.xoceditorial.com
Dear Author / Editor:
We are as eager to see your book in its finished form as you are!
The following questionnaire is a very important tool for us throughout the stages of your book’s
development. We use the information that you provide for important production, marketing and editorial
purposes and to target potential readers. Much of the information that you provide here will end up
featured on your book in one way or another, so we ask that you please take the time to complete this
questionnaire as thoroughly as you possibly can. Thank you!

Title
Subtitle (if
applicable)
Series (if
applicable)

Author(s)/Editor(s) Information
Please note: If there is more than one author/editor, please copy and paste the below table so that
each author/editor’s information is given. If this is a contributed volume with many authors, only list the
main editor(s) of the work here:
Last Name, First Name
Title (i.e., ‘Dr.’, ‘Prof.’, etc.)
Institution
Institution’s Address
Address and phone number (for
shipping of books)
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Private Address (for payment
purposes)
Email Address
Date of Birth
Citizenship
Have you published with Springer
before?

(If necessary, please copy/paste extra tables here)
Please provide a brief biography for each author/editor, summarizing their academic career, profession,
awards or any other achievements that show that they are qualified to write/edit this work:

If this book has more than one author/editor, please list here the order that they should appear on the
book cover:
Number of estimated pages (with approximately 500 words per page):
Approximate number of total figures:
Number of black and white figures:
Number of figures that must be in colour:
Date of Intended Manuscript Submission:
Who is the main audience for your book? Select only one as the main, and only one as the secondary
by putting an X in that box, even if more are applicable:
Main
Researchers
Engineers
Business Professionals
(Aerospace)
Graduate Students
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Secondary

Undergraduate Students
Educated Science Enthusiasts
Amateur Astronomers
General Educated Public
Other:

Which fields of science or disciplines are addressed by your book? Please name four fields, being as
specific as possible:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Please provide at least three reasons why your book is unique compared with competing literature. Try
to write these as concise, unique selling points (1-2 lines per point) that should convince
librarians/readers to buy and use your book. This can also guide you in focusing the material you are
editing or writing.
1.
2.
3.
Please write a short description of your book, which we can use as a basis for the back cover text:

Please provide a table of contents with chapter or section titles (it is okay if this is tentative):

What are some word combinations that people will use to search for your book in Google? Try to be as
specific, brief and unique as possible. For example, ‘astronomy book’ is too broad, but ‘atmospheric
plasma effects’ is very useful.
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Are you aware of any books which compete directly with yours (i.e., focus on the same topics or
subject)? If possible, please give up to three books, including the author, title and publisher, and
explain how your book differs from them (and why it is better!). Note: It is only necessary to focus on
books that have been published in the last ten years, as books older than that are usually not
competing). A search on Amazon can quickly provide good examples.
1.
2.
3.

Thank you for taking the time to help us. We will do our best to use a much of this information as
possible in advertising your book. We wish you every success in further development of your work and
look forward to seeing your book in its finished form!
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